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ABSTRACT

Many central pattern generating networks are influenced by synaptic input from modulatory projection neurons. The network response to a projection neuron is sometimes mimicked by bath applying the neuronally-released modulator, despite the absence of network interactions with the projection neuron. One interesting example occurs in the crab stomatogastric ganglion (STG), where bath applying the neuropeptide pyrokinin (PK) elicits a gastric mill rhythm which is similar to that elicited by the projection neuron MCN1, despite the absence of PK in MCN1 and the fact that MCN1 is not active during the PK-elicited rhythm. MCN1 terminals have fast and slow synaptic actions on the gastric mill network and are presynaptically inhibited by this network in the STG. These local connections are inactive in the PK-elicited rhythm, and the mechanism underlying this rhythm is unknown. We use mathematical and biophysically-realistic modeling to propose potential mechanisms by which PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm. We analyze slow-wave network oscillations using simplified mathematical models and, in parallel, develop biophysically-realistic models that account for fast, action potential-driven oscillations and some spatial structure of the network neurons. Our results illustrate how the actions of bath-applied neuromodulators can mimic those of descending projection neurons through mathematically similar but physiologically distinct mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION

Neuromodulatory substances modify the properties of neurons and synapses, thereby reconfiguring networks and altering their activity. Neuromodulators modify the output of many oscillatory neuronal networks, such as those that control locomotion (Dickinson, 2006; Grillner, 2006; Katz, 1995a), respiration (Lieske and Ramirez, 2006; Lieske et al., 2000; Ramirez et al., 2004) and the sleep/wake cycle (Steriade et al., 1993). Additionally, network activity is often conditional upon the presence of neuromodulators, which are typically released as circulating hormones or as neurotransmitters of projection neurons (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Skiebe, 2001). Elucidating the mechanisms through which neuromodulators shape network output requires an understanding of their cellular and synaptic targets (Dickinson, 2006; LeBeau et al., 2005; Pearson, 1993). For example, different neuromodulators can affect a network by targeting the same ionic mechanisms (Nusbaum et al., 2001) or synaptic properties (Marder and Thirumalai, 2002). Alternatively, neuromodulators that produce similar effects may act through distinct targets (Marder and Bucher, 2006; Prinz et al., 2004).

Bath application of neuromodulators affects network properties in a manner that is often similar to the actions of modulatory projection neurons (Morgan et al., 2000; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Nusbaum and Marder, 1989). One distinction, however, between circulating and neuronally released modulators is that the latter are also subject to complex synaptic interactions with their target networks (Coleman et al., 1995; Katz, 1995b; Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Norris et al., 1994; Wood et al., 2004). These synaptic interactions cannot be duplicated by bath applying the appropriate
neuromodulators. Therefore, bath-applied neuromodulators do not generally produce identical network effects as stimulation of neuromodulatory projection neurons (Marder et al., 2005; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Nusbaum et al., 2001).

We use mathematical and biophysically-realistic modeling, in parallel, to compare the network effects produced by stimulating a descending projection neuron and by bath applying a neuromodulator on the gastric mill (chewing) motor network. This network is a central pattern generator (CPG) that is located within the stomatogastric ganglion (STG) of the crab, *Cancer borealis* (Marder and Bucher, 2007). The gastric mill rhythm is generally not spontaneously active, but stimulating the projection neuron modulatory commissural neuron 1 (MCN1) faithfully elicits this rhythm in vitro (Coleman et al., 1995). At the heart of the gastric mill rhythm is an asymmetric, half-center oscillator that is composed of reciprocal inhibition between interneuron 1 (Int1) and the lateral gastric (LG) neuron (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002). Both excitatory synaptic input from MCN1 axon terminals within the STG and presynaptic inhibition of these terminals by the LG neuron are necessary for eliciting the gastric mill rhythm (Calabrese, 1999; Coleman et al., 1995). However, recent experiments showed that bath application of the neuropeptide pyrokinin (PK) to the STG elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). PK is not released by MCN1, and it is the first known neuromodulator to elicit a gastric mill rhythm when bath applied to the crab STG. However, the mechanism that underlies the PK-elicited rhythm is unknown.

Using mathematical and biophysically-realistic models, we propose mechanisms by which PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm.
Previously, a detailed compartmental model (Nadim et al., 1998) was used to show that the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm (freq: ~ 0.1 Hz) is strongly regulated by a local synaptic input from the coactive pyloric rhythm (freq: ~ 1 Hz), as later confirmed by experiments (Bartos et al., 1999). This detailed model was then reduced to a simpler 3-dimensional mathematical model that was used to analyze the synaptic mechanisms that underlie the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Manor et al., 1999).

In this paper, we use a separation of time scales to reduce the 3-dimensional model of Manor et al., (1999) down to 2 dimensions where both state variables are directly involved in generating network oscillations. This allows us to completely describe the network dynamics of the MCN1-elicited rhythm via a phase-plane analysis. We then use this 2-dimensional model to propose potential mechanisms by which PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation. In particular, we propose three physiologically distinct, but mathematically similar, mechanisms through which the induction of voltage-gated ionic currents (potentially by PK) in the LG neuron can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm. In parallel, we assess the predictions of our 2-dimensional model with a more biophysically-realistic model. In particular, we show that each PK mechanism proposed in the 2-dimensional model also elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm in the context of the biophysically-realistic model. Thus, our results provide insight into how the complex synaptic interactions between a descending projection and its target network can be mimicked by a bath-applied neuromodulator onto the network through mathematically similar but biologically distinct mechanisms.
METHODS

1. The reduced mathematical models

Our 2-dimensional mathematical model of the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm was developed as a reduction of a previously-published 3-dimensional model (Manor et al., 1999). Before describing the reduction, we briefly summarize the 3-dimensional model below. In the 3-dimensional model, the reciprocally inhibitory CPG neurons Int1 and LG, which comprise the half-center oscillator that determines the activity pattern of the gastric mill rhythm, are treated as passive neurons and only the graded component of synaptic transmission between them is involved. All action potentials and action-potential-mediated transmission were ignored in this model. Thus, the model only accounted for the slow envelope of network oscillations, in order to simplify the network interactions and perform a mathematical analysis. The state variables in the model are the membrane potential of Int1 \(V_i\), the membrane potential of the LG neuron \(V_L\), and the slow, synaptic input \(s\) from MCN1 to the LG neuron which are governed by the following equations:

\[
\frac{dV_i}{dt} = -g_{\text{Leak},i}(V_i - E_{\text{Leak},i}) - g_{i\rightarrow L}(V_i - E_{i\rightarrow L}) \cdot g_{P}(t)(V_i - E_{P})
\]

\[
\frac{dV_L}{dt} = I_{\text{Ext}} - g_{\text{Leak},L}(V_L - E_{\text{Leak},L}) - g_{i\rightarrow L}(V_i - E_{i\rightarrow L}) \cdot g_{S}(V_L - E_{S})
\]

\[
\frac{ds}{dt} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1-s}{\tau_{LO,MCN1}}, & V_L \leq V_{pre} \\
-s, & V_L > V_{pre}
\end{cases}
\]
The parameters $C_i$ and $C_L$ represent the membrane capacitance of Int1 and the LG neuron, respectively, and are set to 1. The parameter $I_{Ext}$ represents external current injected in the LG neuron, which is set to zero unless stated otherwise. The terms $I_{\text{Leak},i}$ in Equation (1) and $I_{\text{Leak},L}$ in Equation (2) model the leak current in each neuron with $g_{\text{Leak}}$ and $E_{\text{Leak}}$ representing the leak conductance and reversal potential, respectively. We note that when projection neuron input is absent in the biological system (equivalent to $g_s = 0$ here), Int1 remains active and exhibits a high membrane potential while the LG neuron remains inactive and exhibits a low membrane potential (Bartos et al., 1999). This asymmetry between Int1 and the LG neuron is accounted for by assigning a high value to $E_{\text{Leak},I}$ and a low value to $E_{\text{Leak},L}$ (see Table 1).

The terms $I_{L \rightarrow I}$ and $I_{I \rightarrow L}$ model the reciprocally inhibitory synapses between Int1 and the LG neuron with $g_{L \rightarrow I}$ and $E_{L \rightarrow I}$ ($g_{I \rightarrow L}$ and $E_{I \rightarrow L}$) denoting the maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively, of the LG to Int1 (Int1 to LG) synapse. These reciprocally inhibitory synapses are controlled by the gating functions $m_{L \rightarrow I}(V_L)$ and $m_{I \rightarrow L}(V_I)$, which depend only on the membrane potential of the presynaptic neuron and are modeled by the sigmoids

$$m_{L \rightarrow I}(V_L) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\left(V_L - V_{L \rightarrow I}\right)/k_{L \rightarrow I}\right)}$$

$$m_{I \rightarrow L}(V_I) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\left(V_I - V_{I \rightarrow L}\right)/k_{I \rightarrow L}\right)}.$$
The parameters $v_{L\rightarrow IL}$ and $k_{L\rightarrow IL}$ ($v_{I\rightarrow IL}$ and $k_{I\rightarrow IL}$) specify the half-activation voltage and steepness of the sigmoid, respectively.

The term $I_P$ in Equation (1) models the inhibitory synaptic input from the pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (the AB neuron) to Int1. The parameters $\bar{g}_P$ and $E_P$ represent its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively. Because the frequency of the pyloric rhythm is much faster than the frequency of the gastric mill rhythm in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999), $P(t)$ in Equation (1) is modeled by a fast periodic half-sine forcing function:

$$P(t) = \sin \left( \frac{\pi \mod (t, per)}{dur} \right) H \left( dur - \mod (t, per) \right), \quad (6)$$

where $per$ and $dur$ represent its period and duty cycle while $mod$ and $H$ designate modulo and Heaviside functions, respectively.

The term $I_s$ in Equation (2) models the slow, excitatory synaptic input from MCN1 axon terminals to the LG neuron, where $\bar{g}_s$ and $E_s$ represent its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively. The excitatory MCN1 input to LG (controlled by the variable $s$ in Equation (3)) is gated by $V_L$ via presynaptic inhibition: $s$ builds up towards 1 with time constant $\tau_{LO,MCN1}$ when $V_L$ is below the threshold voltage $v_{pre}$ for presynaptic inhibition while $s$ decays with time constant $\tau_{HI,MCN1}$ when $V_L > v_{pre}$.

Previous experiments (Coleman et al., 1995) and modeling (Nadim et al., 1998) indicate that the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm is controlled by the excitatory synapse from MCN1 to the LG neuron, which acts with a slower time scale than all
other synapses in the network (Coleman et al., 1995). The time constants $\tau_{LO,MCN1}$ and $\tau_{HI,MCN1}$ in Equation (3) are set to large values in order to account for the slow synaptic time scale of the MCN1 to LG synapse. This slow time scale is revealed by rewriting Equation (3) in the form

$$\frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{H(v_{pre} - V_L) - s}{\tau_{MCN1}(V_L)} = \varepsilon \left( \frac{H(v_{pre} - V_L) - s}{\tilde{\tau}(V_L)} \right),$$

(7)

where $\tau_{MCN1}(V_L) = \tau_{HI,MCN1} + (\tau_{LO,MCN1} - \tau_{HI,MCN1})H(v_{pre} - V_L)$, $0 < \varepsilon = \frac{1}{\tau_{HI,MCN1}} < 1$ and

$$\tilde{\tau}(V_L) = \frac{\tau_{MCN1}(V_L)}{\tau_{HI,MCN1}}.$$  As a result, since $\varepsilon$ is small, the state variable $s$ in Equation (3) evolves much more slowly than the other state variables.

**Reduction to a 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm**

During the MCN1-elicited rhythm, we note that the dynamics of the LG neuron are influenced by the slow synaptic input from MCN1. In contrast, Int1 is only influenced by synaptic inputs that occur on a much faster time scale. We exploit this difference in synaptic time scales in order to reduce the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999) down to 2 dimensions. In particular, since Int1 is only influenced by fast synaptic inputs, its membrane potential ($V_L$) can be assumed to adjust instantaneously to its steady state compared to that of the other state variables $V_L$ and $s$. Thus, dividing through Equation (1) by the leak conductance $g_{Leak,I}$ gives
\[ \tau_l \frac{dV_l}{dt} = -(V_l - E_{\text{Leak,l}}) - \frac{g_{\text{L-it}} m_{L\rightarrow l}(V_l)(V_l - E_{L-it})}{g_{\text{Leak,l}}} - \frac{\bar{g}_p}{g_{\text{Leak,l}}} P(t)(V_l - E_p), \]  

(8)

where \( \tau_l = \frac{C_l}{g_{\text{Leak,l}}} \) is the membrane time constant of Int1. Then, setting \( \tau_l = 0 \) makes the left hand side of Equation (8) equal to zero and allows for an explicit solution of the Int1 membrane potential given by

\[ V_l = V_l(V_L; P(t, V_L)) = \frac{g_{\text{Leak,l}} E_{\text{Leak,l}} + \bar{g}_{L-it} m_{L\rightarrow l}(V_l) E_{L-it} + \bar{g}_p P(t, V_l) E_p}{g_{\text{Leak,l}} + \bar{g}_{L-it} m_{L\rightarrow l}(V_l) + \bar{g}_p P(t, V_l)}. \]  

(9)

In this equation \( V_l \) is expressed in terms of the state variable \( V_L \) and the periodic forcing function \( P(t, V_L) \). In the biological system, the pyloric-timed inhibition of Int1 does not affect the gastric mill rhythm during the active state of the LG neuron (Bartos et al., 1999). This biological fact was not accounted for in the model of Manor et al (1999), but it is incorporated into our 2-dimensional model by making the pyloric-timed forcing function \( P \) dependent upon the membrane potential of the LG neuron:

\[ P(t, V_L) = P(t) q(V_L) \]  

(10)

where \( P(t) \) is as in Equation (6), while \( q(V_L) \) is a decreasing sigmoid given by
\[ q(V_L) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{(V_L - v_q) / k_q}{1}\right)}, \quad (11) \]

whose inflection point voltage and steepness are governed by the parameters \( v_q \) and \( k_q \), respectively. As a result, the pyloric-timed, voltage-dependent, forcing function of Equation (10) only influences the gastric mill rhythm during the inactive state of the LG neuron (see Results).

Substituting the expression for \( V_I \) given by Equation (9) into the \( m_{l \rightarrow L} (V_I) \) term of Equation (2) gives a 2-dimensional model of the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm:

\[
\frac{dV_L}{dt} = I_{Ext} - g_{\text{Leak},L}(V_L - E_{\text{Leak},L}) - g_{l \rightarrow L} m_{l \rightarrow L} (V_I (V_L; P(t,V_L))) (V_L - E_{l \rightarrow L}) - g_s s (V_L - E_s) \\
\frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{H(v_{pre} - V_L) - s}{\tau_{\text{MCN1}(V_L)}} = \varepsilon \left( \frac{H(v_{pre} - V_L) - s}{\tilde{t}(V_L)} \right). 
\quad (12)
\]

Hence, in reducing to 2 dimensions, we have absorbed the dynamics of \( V_I \) into the dynamics of the state variable \( V_L \). Moreover, the effects of the fast inhibitory synapses that influence Int1, namely the LG to Int1 inhibition and the pyloric-timed inhibition of Int1, are mathematically absorbed into the Int1 to LG synapse via the term \( m_{l \rightarrow L} (V_I (V_L; P(t,V_L))) \) of Equation (12). Thus, we have reduced the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999) down to 2 dimensions where both state variables (\( V_L \) and \( s \)) are directly involved in generating network oscillations. This enables a complete
description of the network dynamics of the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm via a phase-plane analysis in the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane.

Next, we describe the phase-plane geometry of the 2-dimensional model which is used for the analysis of this model in the Results. First, we compute the $V_L$- and $s$-nullclines. However, note that the 2-dimensional model is non-autonomous due to the forcing function $P(t,V_L)$ in Equation (12). We will treat this forcing term as a parameter and describe a one-parameter family of $V_L$-nullclines indexed by the forcing parameter values $p (=P(t,V_L))$ in $[0,1]$: 

$$s(V_L; p) = -\frac{I_{\text{Leak},L} + I_{\text{I} \rightarrow \text{L}}}{g_s(V_L - E_s)},$$ (13)

where $I_{\text{Leak},L}$ and $I_{\text{I} \rightarrow \text{L}}$ are as in Equation (12). Equation (13) describes a cubic $V_L$-nullcline for a given value of $p$, where the extreme values of $p = 0 (p = 1)$ correspond to the unforced (maximally forced) system. The $s$-nullcline is given by the step function

$$s = \begin{cases} 1, & V_L \leq v_{\text{pre}} \\ 0, & V_L > v_{\text{pre}} \end{cases}$$ (14)

and the line connecting its two discontinuous branches.

Note that the cubic shape of the $V_L$-nullcline is not due to any intrinsic properties of the LG neuron (or Int1), which is passive in this model, but rather arises from the reciprocally inhibitory synapses between LG and Int1. The fact that this reciprocal
inhibition can give rise to dynamics that are similar to excitability is described by Manor et al (1999).

The parameter $v_{\text{pre}}$ of Equation (14) can be chosen so that the $s$-nullcline intersects either (i) the middle branch of the cubic $V_L$-nullcline (as in Figure 1), thus giving rise to an unstable fixed point and a stable oscillatory trajectory, or (ii) the outer branches of the $V_L$-nullcline, thus giving rise to a globally-stable fixed point. In both cases $dV_L/dt > 0$ ($< 0$) above (below) the $V_L$-nullcline while $ds/dt > 0$ ($< 0$) below (above) the $s$-nullcline within the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane.

The fact that $\varepsilon$ is small (see description of Equation (7)) puts the system (12) in the relaxation (or fast-slow) regime. At the limit of $\varepsilon = 0$, a general trajectory in the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane consists of fast and slow portions where the slow portions track the outer branches of the cubic nullcline to which they are strongly attracted by the fast horizontal flow. It is known that trajectories of fast-slow systems such as system (12) for the case of $0 < \varepsilon \leq 1$ stay close to the limiting trajectories defined by the $\varepsilon = 0$ system (Mishchenko and Rozov, 1980).

Since $0 \leq p \leq 1$ in Equation (13), a family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines exists in the phase plane (Figure 1B) which lie between the indexed values of $p = 0$ (the unforced system) and $p = 1$ (the maximally forced system at the peak of the pyloric input). In particular, the pyloric-timed forcing function shifts the $V_L$-nullcline as $p$ varies in $[0,1]$, which causes the slow portion of any trajectory to shift back and forth between the higher and lower cubics. These shifts between cubics are impulsive since the peak of the forcing is short in duration compared to its period. Thus, when $p = 0$ in Equation (13), the trajectory in the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane tracks the higher (unforced) cubic, but quickly shifts through a
family of lower cubics for nonzero values of $p$ and touches the lowest (maximally forced) cubic when $p = 1$.

Note that the pyloric forcing function $P$ only affects the inactive state of the LG neuron (as in the biological network; see Equation (10)) and therefore only shifts the left branch of the $V_L$-nullcline. The right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline, which corresponds to the active state of the LG neuron, remains stationary since the effect of the pyloric forcing is not effectively transmitted through the Int1 to LG synapse during the active state of the LG neuron (see Results).

All simulations for the 2-dimensional models in this work were performed using the software package XPPAUT (Ermentrout, 2002). Parameter values for the MCN1-elicited rhythm are given in Table 1. The simulations for the unforced MCN1-elicited rhythm were performed by setting the maximal conductance $\bar{g}_p$ for the pyloric-timed forcing to 0.

**The 2-Dimensional Model of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm**

Three reduced models were used for the PK-elicited oscillations. These three models were based on the 2-dimensional model of the MCN1-elicited rhythm as given in Equations (12). However, the influence of MCN1 through the synaptic variable $s$ was replaced by three alternative PK-induced intrinsic currents in the LG neuron as described below:
1. \(I_{\text{plat}}\) in the LG Neuron. In this model PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation via the induction of a plateau current in the LG neuron, as modeled by a low threshold, slowly-inactivating inward current given by

\[
I_{\text{plat}} = g_{\text{plat}} a_{\infty}(V_L) n(V_L - E_{\text{plat}}).
\]  

(15)

The parameters \(g_{\text{plat}}\) and \(E_{\text{plat}}\) designate its maximal conductance and equilibrium potential, respectively. In addition, we set \(E_{\text{plat}}\) above the resting potential of the LG neuron, which is given by \(E_{\text{Leak,L}}\) in Equation (12), to model \(I_{\text{plat}}\) as an inward current. The activation of \(I_{\text{plat}}\) is assumed to be instantaneous and given by

\[
a_{\infty}(V_L) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{(v_a - V_L)}{k_a}\right)},
\]  

(16)

where the parameters \(v_a\) and \(k_a\) specify the inflection point voltage and steepness of the sigmoid, respectively. Inactivation of \(I_{\text{plat}}\) is governed by the slow variable \(n\). The 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited rhythm involving the induction of \(I_{\text{plat}}\) in the LG neuron is given by

\[
\frac{dV_L}{dt} = I_{\text{Ext}} - I_{\text{Leak,L}} - I_{\text{I\rightarrow L}} - g_{\text{plat}} a_{\infty}(V_L) n(V_L - E_{\text{plat}})
\]

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = \left[H(V_{\text{inact}} - V_L) - n\right]/\tau_n(V_L)
\]  

(17)
with $\tau_n(V_L) = \tau_{Hi,inact} + (\tau_{Lo,inact} - \tau_{Hi,inact})H(v_{inact} - V_L)$, where the parameter $v_{inact}$ designates the inactivation voltage threshold of $I_{Plat}$. $I_{Leak,L}$ and $I_{I_{1-\alpha}L}$ are as in Equation (12). The additional parameters for this model are given in Table 2.

2. $I_{Proc} + I_K$ in the LG Neuron. A second mechanism by which PK is proposed to elicit a gastric mill rhythm is via the induction of two non-inactivating currents in the LG neuron, a fast inward current $I_{Proc}$ and a slow outward current $I_K$. The inward current $I_{Proc}$ is modeled by

$$I_{Proc} = \bar{g}_{Proc} b_{\infty}(V_L)(V_L - E_{Proc}). \quad (18)$$

The parameters $\bar{g}_{Proc}$ and $E_{Proc}$ designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively, and $E_{Proc}$ is set above the resting potential of the LG neuron to model $I_{Proc}$ as an inward current. Physiologically, $I_{Proc}$ is a current with fast kinetics (Golowasch and Marder, 1992). Therefore, we approximate its activation by an instantaneous sigmoidal function of the LG membrane potential given by

$$b_{\infty}(V_L) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left((v_b - V_L)/k_b\right)}, \quad (19)$$

where the parameters $v_b$ and $k_b$ designate the inflection point voltage and steepness, respectively. The outward current $I_K$ is modeled by
where the parameters $\bar{g}_K$ and $E_K$ designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively. However, we set $E_K$ below the resting potential of the LG neuron in order to model $I_K$ as an outward current. Activation of $I_K$ is governed by the slow variable $w$.

Thus, the 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm involving PK-induction of both $I_{Proc}$ and $I_K$ in the LG neuron is given by

$$
\frac{dV_L}{dt} = I_{Ext} - I_{\text{Leak},L} - I_{\rightarrow L} - \bar{g}_{Proc} b_{\infty}(V_L)(V_L - E_{Proc}) - \bar{g}_K w (V_L - E_K) \\
\frac{dw}{dt} = (H(v_K - V_L) - w)/\tau_K(V_L)
$$

with $\tau_K(V_L) = \tau_{HI,K} + (\tau_{LO,K} - \tau_{HI,K}) H(v_K - V_L)$, where the parameter $v_K$ designates the activation voltage threshold of the outward current $I_K$. $I_{\text{Leak},L}$ and $I_{\rightarrow L}$ are as in Equation (12). The additional parameters for this model are given in Table 2.

3. $I_h$ in the LG Neuron. A third mechanism by which PK is proposed to elicit a gastric mill rhythm is via the induction of a slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current $I_h$ in the LG neuron that is modeled by

$$
I_h = \bar{g}_h c (V_L - E_h).
$$
The parameters $g_h$ and $E_h$ designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively, and $E_h$ is set above the resting potential of the LG neuron to model $I_h$ as an inward current. Physiologically, $I_h$ has slow kinetics, but, unlike the currents proposed in the previous two mechanisms, the conductance of $I_h$ is activated by hyperpolarization (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1989). Activation of $I_h$ is governed by the slow variable $c$ in the model. Thus, the 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm involving PK-induction of $I_h$ in the LG neuron is given by

$$\frac{dV_L}{dt} = I_{\text{Ext}} - I_{\text{Leak},L} - I_{L\rightarrow L} - g_h c(V_L - E_h)$$

$$\frac{dc}{dt} = \left( H(v_{hyp} - V_L) - c \right) / \tau_{hyp}(V_L)$$

with $\tau_{hyp}(V_L) = \tau_{HI,hyp} + \left( \tau_{LO,hyp} - \tau_{HI,hyp} \right) H(v_{hyp} - V_L)$, where the parameter $v_{hyp}$ designates the activation voltage threshold of $I_h$. $I_{\text{Leak},L}$ and $I_{L\rightarrow L}$ are as in Equation (12). The additional parameters for this model are given in Table 2. We note that the family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines in this model is given by:

$$c(V_L; p) = \frac{I_{\text{Leak},L} + I_{L\rightarrow L}}{g_h(V_L - E_h)}$$

where $p = 0$ ($p = 1$) again corresponds to the minimum (maximum) disinhibition in the LG neuron resulting from the pyloric input.
2. The Biophysically-Realistic Models

The biophysically-realistic models are based upon the updates we performed on a previously-published, detailed compartmental model of the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm (Nadim et al., 1998). Before describing these updates, we briefly summarize the original compartmental model of (Nadim et al., 1998). This compartmental model was used to show that the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm is strongly regulated by a local synaptic input from the pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (the AB neuron) to Int1, as later confirmed by experiments (Bartos et al., 1999). Unlike our 2-dimensional mathematical models, the compartmental model of (Nadim et al., 1998) accounts for both action potential generation and some spatial structure of the neurons. In particular, MCN1, Int1, and LG were all treated as Hodgkin and Huxley-type neurons to account for action potential generation. Moreover, all three neurons were represented with a multiple-compartment structure in which adjacent compartments were separated by an axial resistance to separate the neuronal sites of synaptic input from that of action potential generation. However, the compartmental model of (Nadim et al., 1998) did not reproduce the biological fact that MCN1 still elicits a gastric mill rhythm (albeit slower) when the inhibitory synaptic input from the AB neuron to Int1 is removed, as occurs in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999).

We have updated the compartmental model of (Nadim et al., 1998) to more accurately reproduce the features of the biological system. In particular, we have: (i) modeled MCN1 with only axon and axon terminal compartments, (ii) made the activity of MCN1 dependent upon brief axonal stimulations, rather than a depolarization of its soma as in (Nadim et al., 1998), in order to be consistent with the experimental methods
(Bartos et al., 1999), (iii) explicitly included the AB neuron in the compartmental model, (iv) retuned the model so that it now produces a slow gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the AB to Int1 synapse, as occurs in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999). We refer to this updated model as the biophysically-realistic model of the MCN1-elicited rhythm.

**Biophysically-Realistic Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm**

MCN1 is represented with four axon and two axon terminal compartments in the biophysically-realistic model. The axon compartments of MCN1 include voltage-gated ionic conductances to account for action potential generation while the axon terminal compartments are passive. As in (Nadim et al., 1998), an axon compartment of MCN1 is electrically coupled to the LG neuron, while an axon terminal compartment accounts for the sites of both MCN1 synaptic release and presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 by the LG neuron (Fig. 2.C). Int1 and the LG neuron were each modeled with three compartments, which represent the soma, neurite, and axon from left to right (Figure 2.C). As in (Nadim et al., 1998) the soma and neurite compartments of these neurons are passive, while action potential generation occurs in the axon compartment of each neuron. The AB neuron is modeled as a single compartment that includes a voltage-gated conductance to produce oscillations in this pacemaker neuron.

The membrane potential of a given neural compartment in our biophysically-realistic model is obtained by numerical integration of a first-order differential equation of the form
\[
C \frac{dV}{dt} = I_{\text{Ext}} - (I_{\text{Leak}} + \sum I_{\text{axial}} + \sum I_{\text{ion}} + \sum I_{\text{syn}}),
\]

(25)

where \( V \) designates the membrane potential of the given compartment. The parameters \( C \) and \( I_{\text{Ext}} \) designate membrane capacitance and external current, respectively. \( I_{\text{Leak}} \) designates the leak current of the given compartment, while each \( I_{\text{axial}} \) represents the axial current due to a voltage difference with adjacent compartments. The sum of axial currents that affect the \( i^{th} \) compartment of a neuron is modeled by

\[
\sum I_{\text{axial}} = g_{i+1}^i (V - V_i^{i+1}) + g_{i-1}^i (V - V_i^{i-1}),
\]

(26)

where \( V \) represents the membrane potential of the \( i^{th} \) compartment. The parameter \( g_{i+1}^i \) (\( g_{i-1}^i \)) represents the axial conductance due to the voltage difference with the adjacent compartment.

Each voltage-gated ionic current (\( I_{\text{ion}} \)) in Equation (25) is modeled by

\[
I_{\text{ion}} = \bar{g}_{\text{ion}} m^p h^q (V - E_{\text{ion}}),
\]

(27)

where the parameters \( \bar{g}_{\text{ion}} \) and \( E_{\text{ion}} \) designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively. The variables \( m \) and \( h \) designate activation and inactivation of the ionic conductance, respectively, where \( p \) and \( q \) are non-negative integers. Moreover, activation and inactivation are modeled by the equations
\[ \tau_x(V) \frac{dx}{dt} = x_{\infty}(V) - x \]  
\[ x_{\infty}(V) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(k(V - v_k))} \]  
\[ \tau_x(V) = \tau_1 + \frac{\tau_2}{1 + \exp(l(V - v_l))}, \] (28) (29) (30)

where \( x = m \) (\( x = h \)) for activation (inactivation). The steady-state behavior of each ionic conductance is modeled by the sigmoidal function in Equation (29), where the parameters \( k \) and \( v_k \) represent its steepness and inflection point voltage, respectively. We note that \( k < 0 \) (\( k > 0 \)) for activation (inactivation). The corresponding time constant is described by the voltage-dependent sigmoid in Equation (30), where the parameters \( l \) and \( v_l \) represent its steepness and inflection point voltage, respectively while \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) are used model the extreme values of this sigmoid.

Each synaptic conductance \( (I_{\text{syn}}) \) in Equation (25) is modeled by

\[ I_{\text{syn}} = g_{\text{syn}} S(V - E_{\text{syn}}), \]  
\[ I_{\text{syn}} = g_{\text{syn}} S(V - E_{\text{syn}}), \] (31)

where the parameters \( g_{\text{syn}} \) and \( E_{\text{syn}} \) designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively. The synaptic gating function \( S \) is dependent upon the membrane potential of the presynaptic compartment \( (V_{\text{pre}}) \), and the dynamics of the synapse are governed by the equations
\[ \tau_s \left( V_{pre} \right) \frac{dS}{dt} = S_\infty \left( V_{pre} \right) - S \]  

(32)

\[ S_\infty \left( V_{pre} \right) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left( \alpha \left( V_{pre} - v_\alpha \right) \right)} \]  

(33)

\[ \tau_s \left( V_{pre} \right) = \tau_3 + \frac{\tau_4}{1 + \exp \left( \beta \left( V_{pre} - v_\beta \right) \right)} \]  

(34)

The steady-state behavior of the synapse is modeled by the sigmoid in Equation (33), whose steepness and inflection point voltage are given by the parameters \( \alpha \) and \( v_\alpha \), respectively. The corresponding synaptic time constant is modeled by the voltage-dependent sigmoid in Equation (34), whose steepness and inflection point voltage are similarly represented by the parameters \( \beta \) and \( v_\beta \) while \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) are used to model the extreme values of this sigmoid.

In the biological system, MCN1 is electrically coupled to the LG neuron locally within the STG (Coleman et al., 1995). This electrical coupling is accounted for in the biophysically-realistic model by coupling an MCN1 axon compartment with the LG axon compartment (Fig 2.C). Electrical coupling between compartments is modeled by

\[ I_{elec} = g_{elec} \left( V - V_{couple} \right), \]  

(35)
where \( V \) designates the membrane potential of a neural compartment and \( V_{\text{couple}} \) represents the membrane potential of the coupled compartment. We subtract Equation (35) from the right hand side of Equation (25) for electrically coupled compartments.

Parameter values for the biophysically-realistic model of the MCN1-elicited rhythm are given in Tables 3 and 4.

**Biophysically-Realistic Model of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm**

Three biophysically-realistic models of the PK-elicited rhythm were developed. Each was based upon the biophysically-realistic model of the MCN1-elicited rhythm. However, all synapses involving MCN1 were replaced by each of the proposed PK mechanisms from the 2-dimensional models. Thus, we assess the efficacy of each PK mechanism for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation with the biophysically-realistic models.

**PK Mechanism 1.** A low threshold, slowly-inactivating, inward current \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) was proposed to be induced in the LG neuron as modeled by

\[
I_{\text{Plat}} = g_{\text{Plat}}an(V - E_{\text{Plat}})
\]  

(36)

to allow for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm. The parameters \( g_{\text{Plat}} \) and \( E_{\text{Plat}} \) designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential. The dynamics of activation \( (x = a) \) and inactivation \( (x = n) \) for \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) are modeled by Equations (28) - (30). The additional
parameters for this PK-elicited rhythm (involving $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron) are given in Table 5.

**PK Mechanism 2.** Two non-inactivating currents were proposed to be induced in the LG neuron; in particular, a fast, inward current $I_{Proc}$ for depolarization of LG and a slow, outward current $I_K$ for repolarization. The inward current is modeled by

$$I_{Proc} = g_{Proc} b (V - E_{Proc}),$$  

(37)

where $g_{Proc}$ and $E_{Proc}$ designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential. The dynamics of activation ($x = b$) for $I_{Proc}$ are modeled by Equations (28) - (30), where the parameters $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are given small values to model the fast kinetics of $I_{Proc}$ in the biological system (Golowasch and Marder, 1992). The slow, outward current in this mechanism is modeled by

$$I_K = g_K w (V - E_K)$$

(38)

with $g_K$ and $E_K$ designating its maximal conductance and reversal potential. The parameters $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are given large values in Equation (30) to model the slow activation dynamics ($x = w$) of $I_K$. The additional parameters for this PK-elicited rhythm are given in Table 5.
**PK Mechanism 3.** A slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current \( I_h \) was proposed to be induced in the LG neuron as modeled by

\[
I_h = g_h c (V - E_h)
\]  

(39)

with \( g_h \) and \( E_h \) designating its maximal conductance and reversal potential. The dynamics of activation \( (x = c) \) for \( I_h \) are modeled by Equations (28) - (30), and the additional parameters for this PK-elicited rhythm are given in Table 5.

All simulations for the biophysically-realistic models were performed with the software package NETWORK, which is freely available at

RESULTS

We use both the 2-dimensional and biophysically-realistic models, in parallel, to investigate how the neuromodulator PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm via a different functional circuit, as occurs in the biological system (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). First, we use our 2-dimensional model, where both state variables are directly involved in generating network oscillations, to fully describe the network dynamics of the MCN1-elicited rhythm via a phase-plane analysis. Then, we use this model to propose potential mechanisms by which the neuromodulator PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation. Each proposed mechanism involves PK-induction of voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron to elicit a gastric mill rhythm. We further show that, in the context of the biophysically-realistic model which accounts for action potential generation and some spatial structure of the neurons, each of our proposed PK mechanisms also elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm.

1. Network Dynamics of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm

We first examine the network dynamics of the MCN1-elicited rhythm using the 2-dimensional model in Equations (12) (see Methods). The state variable $s$, which describes the slow excitation from MCN1 to the LG neuron, drives the network dynamics for this gastric mill rhythm (Figure 2). In addition, the time constants of $s$ in (12) are chosen to be large so that the system operates in a relaxation regime (see Methods). In the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane, the left branch of the cubic $V_L$-nullcline corresponds to the inactive state of the LG neuron, where LG is inhibited by Int1 and receives a slow,
modulatory, excitation from MCN1 (see Methods). On the other hand, the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline corresponds to the active state of the LG neuron, where LG inhibits Int1 and presynaptically inhibits MCN1.

The forcing function $P(t, V_L)$ in (12) makes the 2-dimensional model non-autonomous so that a family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines exists in the phase plane. This family of cubics is given by Equation (13), while the $s$-nullcline is given by Equation (14). Physiologically, the $P(t, V_L)$ forcing function describes the local inhibitory synapse from the pacemaker (AB) neuron of the pyloric circuit to Int1 (see Methods).

First, we examine the network dynamics of the unforced MCN1-elicited rhythm, which corresponds to when the forcing function $P(t, V_L) = 0$ in (12). The 2-dimensional model is autonomous in the absence of this forcing function so that a single cubic $V_L$-nullcline exists in the phase plane (see Methods). During the inactive state of the LG neuron where it is inhibited by Int1, $s$, the slow excitation from MCN1 slowly builds up in LG. As a result, the trajectory slowly climbs up the left branch of the cubic $V_L$-nullcline from point 1 to point 2 (Figure 2.A.1). Moreover, the slow buildup of $s$ causes the LG membrane potential $V_L$ to slowly rise (Figure 2.A.2). When the trajectory reaches the left knee of the cubic at the point 2 (Figure 2.A.1) it jumps to the right branch of the cubic at point 3 (Figure 2.A.1), because $dV_L/dt > 0$ above the $V_L$-nullcline. Physiologically, the jump to the right branch of the cubic corresponds to when the buildup of MCN1 excitation is sufficient to allow the LG neuron to overcome the inhibition it receives from Int1. As a result, the LG neuron jumps into its active state, where it inhibits Int1 and presynaptically inhibits MCN1. The presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 causes $s$ to slowly decay in the LG neuron so that the trajectory slowly falls down
the right branch of the cubic, which in turn causes $V_L$ to slowly fall (Figure 2.A.2). When the trajectory reaches the right knee of the cubic at the point 4 (Figure 2.A.1), it jumps back to the left branch of the cubic at the point 1 (Figure 2.A.1), since $dV_L/dt < 0$ below the $V_L$-nullcline, and the cycle repeats. Physiologically, the jump back to the left branch corresponds to when the fall in $V_L$ is sufficient to allow the graded inhibition from Int1 to push the LG neuron back down into its inactive state, which in turn removes the LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1. The trajectory in the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane, which consists of two fast and two slow portions, describes the network dynamics that underlie the MCN1-elicited rhythm in the absence of the local inhibitory synapse from the pyloric circuit (Figure 2.A).

In the presence of the pyloric input, the periodic forcing function $P(t, V_L)$ varies in $[0,1]$ and allows for a family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines to exist in the phase plane (see Methods). In Figure 2.B.1, the higher (unforced) cubic occurs when $p = 0$ in Equation (13) and corresponds to the unforced system of Figure 2.A.1, while the lower (maximally-forced) cubic occurs when $p = 1$ in Equation (13) and corresponds to the maximally forced system at the peak of the pyloric-timed input (Figure 2.B.1). During the inactive state of the LG neuron where $s$ slowly builds up in LG, the trajectory slowly climbs up the left branch of the $V_L$-nullcline as it moves back and forth between the unforced and maximally-forced cubics due to the pyloric-timed input (Figure 2.B.1). In particular, each pyloric peak shifts the unforced cubic down to the maximally forced cubic (see Methods). In addition, the fast, pyloric-timed transitions between left branches of the $V_L$-nullcline correspond to the small-amplitude depolarizations in $V_L$ during the inactive state of the LG neuron (Figure 2.B.2). Physiologically, the pyloric-
timed AB to Int1 inhibition interrupts the Int1 to LG inhibitory synapse in turn (circuit diagram of Figure 2.A-B), which effectively disinhibits the LG neuron and causes the small pyloric-timed depolarizations in $V_L$. When the trajectory reaches the level of the lower left knee in the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane, the next pyloric peak shifts the cubic below the phase point and initiates the jump to the right branch at point 2 (Figure 2.B.1). Thus, in the presence of the pyloric-timed forcing, the jump to the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline occurs below the higher left knee of the unforced cubic (Figure 2.B.1). As a result, compared to the unforced system, less buildup of $s$ is required in the LG neuron before it jumps into its active state (compare $s$ traces in Figures 2.A.2 and 2.B.2).

During the active state of the LG neuron, the dynamics are similar to the unforced system and the trajectory slowly moves down the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline as $s$ decays and $V_L$ slowly falls (Figure 2.B.2). There is only one right branch for the family of $V_L$-nullclines because the pyloric input $P(t,V_L)$ does not affect the active state of the LG neuron (Bartos et al., 1999) (see Methods). Thus, the termination of the active state of the LG neuron (point 4 in Figure 2.B.1) is similar to the unforced case and the cycle repeats.

Physiologically, the onset of the LG active state is triggered by the AB to Int1 inhibition (Figure 2.B.2 see also (Bartos et al., 1999)). In the $V_L$-$s$ phase plane, this is shown by the fact that the jump to the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline is initiated by a pyloric forcing peak (Figure 2.B.1). In addition, the AB to Int1 inhibition increases the frequency of the gastric mill rhythm (compare Figures 2.A.2 and 2.B.2) by reducing the duration on the left branch of the $V_L$-nullcline. This occurs because the jump from point 2 to point 3 occurs below the higher left knee of the unforced cubic (Figure 2.B.1), thus
reducing the duration on the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline. We note that the effects of the AB to Int1 inhibition on the MCN1-elicited rhythm were also reported in a biophysically-detailed modeling (Nadim et al., 1998) and an experimental study (Bartos et al., 1999).

Next, we observe that the predictions of the 2-dimensional model for the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm can also be reproduced in the biophysically-realistic model. In particular, the MCN1-elicited rhythm in the biophysically-realistic model is also driven by the buildup and decay of MCN1 excitation ($s$) in the LG neuron (Figure 2.C and 2.D). Note that, in contrast to our models, the previous biophysically-detailed model of Nadim et al. (1998) did not produce rhythmic activity in the absence of the pyloric input, despite the fact that it does so in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999).

We also note that the additional synapses in the biophysically-realistic model (circuit diagram of Figure 2.C-D) do not significantly affect the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm. In particular, MCN1 excitation of Int1, which occurs on a much faster time scale than the MCN1 to LG excitation ($s$), has no significant effect on the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm, as suggested by previous modeling results (Nadim et al., 1998). The electrical coupling between MCN1 axon terminals and the LG neuron is not affected by LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 (Coleman et al., 1995). Moreover, this electrical coupling increases the number of spikes per LG burst, but its effect on the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm is not well understood (Coleman et al., 1995).

The Gastric Mill Rhythm is Not Spontaneously Active
In the biological system, the gastric mill rhythm is inactive without MCN1 input to the STG (Bartos et al., 1999). This was also the case with both our 2-dimensional and biophysically-realistic models. First in the 2-dimensional model, MCN1 input is removed by setting its maximal conductance to $\bar{g}_s = 0$ in (12) (see Methods). As a result, the denominator of the equation describing the $V_L$-nullcline approaches 0 as $\bar{g}_s \to 0$ in Equation (13) (see Methods). Consequently, the $V_L$-nullcline becomes a straight line (Figure 3.A.1) that corresponds to the stable left branch of the cubic (from Figure 2.B.1). Thus, the $V_L$- and $s$-nullclines intersect at a stable fixed point to which the trajectory settles so that there are no network oscillations in the absence of MCN1 input. Two $V_L$-nullclines are shown in Figure 3.A.1 to illustrate the unforced and maximally forced systems due to the effect of the pyloric-timed forcing that underlies the subthreshold depolarizations in the LG membrane potential (Figure 3.A.2). Physiologically, Figure 3.A illustrates that the gastric mill rhythm is not spontaneously active due to the asymmetry within the Int1-LG reciprocally inhibitory network. In particular, the LG neuron is strongly inhibited by Int1 and remains inactive. Figure 3.B demonstrates the same phenomenon in the biophysically-realistic model.

2. Proposed Mechanisms by which PK can Elicit an MCN1-like Gastric Mill Rhythm

Recent experiments showed that bath application of the neuromodulator PK to the STG elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). This result was surprising because the PK-elicited rhythm generally occurs in the absence of MCN1 participation and
MCN1 does not release PK in the biological system (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). Moreover, no combination of MCN1 co-transmitters elicits a gastric mill rhythm when bath applied to the STG (Wood et al., 2000)(M.P. Nusbaum, Unpublished Observations). Thus, PK is the first known neuromodulator that elicits a gastric mill rhythm upon bath application to the *C. borealis* STG. Currently, the mechanisms that underlie the PK-elicited rhythm are unknown.

We use clues from the biological system to propose potential mechanisms by which PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation. Our hypothesis is that PK induces voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron to balance the asymmetry in the Int1-LG pair that exists in the absence of MCN1 input (see Figure 3). The first clue we used from the biological system is that bath application of PK generates plateau properties in the LG neuron (Saideman, 2006). Specifically, a brief depolarizing current pulse in the LG neuron elicits a prolonged depolarization that outlasts the pulse (Figure 4.A). Such a plateau property is not present in the LG neuron in the absence of PK bath application (Saideman, 2006). This indicates that PK induces a slow conductance in the LG neuron that can support the prolonged depolarization (Figure 4.A). A second fact we used from the biological system is that the MCN1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms behave differently when the pyloric-timed AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse is removed. In particular, the cycle period of the MCN1-elicited rhythm increases upon removal of the AB to Int1 synapse (Bartos et al., 1999). This phenomenon is reproduced by our 2-dimensional and biophysically-realistic models (see Figure 2). In contrast, the PK-elicited rhythm is suppressed when the AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse is removed in the biological system and the LG neuron
remains in its inactive state, where it is strongly inhibited by Int1 (Saideman et al., 2007a).

To mimic the output of the LG neuron as shown in Figure 4.A, we introduced a plateau current \( (I_{\text{Plat}}) \) into this neuron in the 2-dimensional model. \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) is a low-threshold, slowly-inactivating, inward current. A brief depolarizing current pulse in the model LG neuron allows for the slow dynamics of \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) to sustain the prolonged active state in LG for a duration that outlasts the brief depolarizing current pulse \( I_{\text{Ext}} \) (Figure 4.B.2). Specifically, the depolarizing current pulse pushes the LG neuron to its active state, after which the trajectory can only jump back to the left branch of the \( V_L \)-nullcline after it falls all the way down to the right knee due to the inactivation of \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) (Figure 4.B.1).

In the remainder of the Results section, we propose three distinct mechanisms by which PK can elicit an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm, via the induction of voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron to generate plateau properties. These three mechanisms include a (1) low-threshold, slowly-inactivating, inward current \( (I_{\text{Plat}}) \), (2) fast, non-inactivating, inward current \( (I_{\text{Proc}}) \) plus a slow, non-inactivating, outward current \( (I_K) \), and (3) slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current \( (I_h) \) in the LG neuron. All three mechanisms allow for the production of an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation, in both the 2-dimensional and biophysically-realistic models.

**PK Induction of \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) in the LG Neuron Elicits an MCN1-like Gastric Mill Rhythm**

We first show that PK can elicit an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm via the induction of a slowly-inactivating, inward current \( (I_{\text{Plat}}) \) in the LG neuron. Physiologically, \( I_{\text{Plat}} \) is
similar to the low-threshold, slowly-inactivating, Ca$^{2+}$ current ($I_{\text{CaS}}$) found in the CPG circuit that controls heartbeat in the medicinal leech (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1991; De Schutter et al., 1993). In our model, $I_{\text{Plat}}$ is a low-threshold current that depolarizes the LG neuron during its inactive state. Moreover, inactivation of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ occurs on a much slower time scale than activation of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ in our model (see Methods).

The gastric mill rhythm that is elicited by the induction of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ in the LG neuron is governed by the 2-dimensional model in Equations (17) (see Methods). However, unlike the MCN1-elicited rhythm which is driven by the synaptic properties between MCN1 and the LG neuron, the PK-elicited rhythm is instead driven by PK-induced cellular properties in the LG neuron. In particular, the MCN1-elicited rhythm is driven by the slow buildup and decay of MCN1 excitation in the LG neuron, which is regulated by LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 (Figure 2). PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm, in the absence of MCN1 participation, which is instead driven by the fast activation and slow inactivation of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ in the LG neuron (Figure 5). We note that the dynamics of this PK-elicited rhythm are controlled by the state variable $n$ which models the slow inactivation of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ (Figure 5).

We use the geometrical properties in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane to examine the network dynamics of this PK-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.A and 5.B). Similar to that which occurs in the MCN1-elicited rhythm, the forcing function $P(t, V_L)$ models the pyloric-timed inhibition of Int1 (see Methods) and allows for a family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines to exist in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane. Moreover, similar to the phase plane dynamics of the MCN1-elicited rhythm, $dV_L/dt > 0 (< 0)$ above (below) the $V_L$-nullcline while $dn/dt > 0 (< 0)$ below (above) the $n$-nullcline in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane (see Methods). Therefore, the
outer branches of the cubic $V_L$-nullcline are again stable while its middle branch is unstable.

First, we examine the network dynamics of the unforced system. As occurs in the MCN1-elicited rhythm, the 2-dimensional model in (17) is autonomous when the pyloric-timed forcing function $P(t, V_L)$ is absent from the system (see Methods). As a result, a single cubic $V_L$-nullcline exists in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane (Figure 5.A.1). However, unlike the MCN1-elicited rhythm where the nullclines intersect along the unstable middle branch of the cubic to allow for network oscillations to occur (Figure 2.A.1), the nullclines in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane of the PK-elicited rhythm intersect along the stable left branch of the cubic (Figure 5.A.1) and, as a result, the trajectory tends to a stable fixed point (Figure 5.A.2). Therefore, PK-induction of $I_{Plat}$ does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm without the pyloric-timed inhibition of Int1. This result agrees with the experimental data, where PK does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse (Saideman et al., 2007a).

In the forced system, the pyloric input function $P(t, V_L)$ produces a family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane. The higher (unforced) cubic in Figure 5.B.1 occurs when $p = 0$ (and is equivalent to the unforced cubic in Figure 5.A.1), while the lower (maximally forced) cubic occurs when $p = 1$ and corresponds to the maximally forced system. Thus, in the presence of the pyloric-timed forcing, the trajectory in the $V_L$-$n$ phase plane is very similar to that of the MCN1-elicited rhythm (compare Figures 5.B.1 and 2.B.1). As a result, PK-induction of $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm. However, the PK-elicited rhythm is controlled by different network components. In particular, during the inactive state of
the LG neuron where it is inhibited by Int1, $I_{Plat}$ slowly de-inactivates in LG (from point 1 to point 2 in Figure 5.B). This in turn allows for activation of $I_{Plat}$ which depolarizes the LG neuron. When the phase point reaches the level of the lower left knee, the next forcing peak shifts the cubic below the phase point and initiates the jump to the stable right branch (from point 2 to point 3 in Figure 5.B). Physiologically, this jump corresponds to when the LG neuron transitions into its active state, where it inhibits Int1 (Figure 5.B.2). As a result, the trajectory slowly falls down the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline as $I_{Plat}$ slowly inactivates. When the trajectory reaches the right knee of the cubic it jumps back to the stable left branch (from point 4 to point 1 in Figure 5.B) and the cycle repeats. Physiologically, this jump corresponds to the end of the LG neuron active state. Thus, in the presence of the AB to Int1 inhibition, the presence of $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm.

Next, we show that the prediction of the 2-dimensional model carries over to the biophysically-realistic model as well. In particular, PK elicits an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm via the induction of $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron (Figure 5.D). In the absence of the AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse, PK does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm (Figure 5.C), as occurs in the biological system (Saideman et al., 2007a) and in our 2-dimensional model. However, in the complete model, the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm and it is driven by the slow inactivation dynamics ($n$) of $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron (Figure 5.D). We note that, as in the 2-dimensional model, the activation of $I_{Plat}$ occurs on a much faster time scale and does not control the dynamics of the PK-elicited rhythm. Yet, during the LG interburst phase of the PK-elicited rhythm, $I_{Plat}$ slowly de-inactivates (increase in $n$) which allows for the current to depolarize the LG neuron.
The pyloric-timed, subthreshold depolarizations in the LG membrane potential are due to the effect of the AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse (Figure 5.D) and correspond to the effect of the forcing term in the 2-dimensional model. These subthreshold depolarizations are similar in size amplitude and mechanism to those seen in the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 2.D). We note that the inactivation variable $n$ of $I_{Plat}$ also exhibits small pyloric-timed fluctuations during the LG interburst phase due to the disinhibitions of the LG neuron during the AB neuron active phase (Figure 5.D). These pyloric-timed fluctuations are not present in the 2-dimensional model since the state variable $n$ is governed by the simplified dynamics of Equation (17). During the LG burst phase of the PK-elicited rhythm, $I_{Plat}$ slowly inactivates ($n$ decays) resulting in the decay of the LG neuron membrane potential and eventually the termination of its burst (Figure 5.D).

**PK Induction of $I_{Proc} + I_K$ in the LG Neuron Elicits an MCN1-like Gastric Mill Rhythm**

A second, but similar, mechanism by which PK can elicit an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm is via the induction of two non-inactivating currents in the LG neuron. In particular, we show that PK induction of a fast, inward current ($I_{Proc}$) plus a slow, outward current ($I_K$) in the LG neuron elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm (Figure 6). In the crab stomatogastric neurons, the inward current $I_{Proc}$, which is a regenerative non-specific cation current (Golowasch and Marder, 1992), is induced by several different neuropeptides (Swensen and Marder, 2000, 2001). Accordingly, because PK is also a neuropeptide it is plausible to assume that it too induces $I_{Proc}$ in the LG neuron. $I_{Proc}$ is
modeled by Equation (18), while the slow current \( I_K \) is modeled by Equation (20). Physiologically, \( I_K \) is similar to the slow, non-inactivating, K\(^+\) current (\( I_{KF} \)) found in the heartbeat CPG of the medicinal leech (Nadim and Calabrese, 1997).

In the 2-dimensional model that describes the \( I_{Proc} + I_K \) mechanism (Equations (21)), the \( V_L \)-nullcline is an inverted N-shaped cubic in the \( V_L \)-\( w \) phase plane, where \( dV_L/dt > 0 \) (< 0) below (above) the \( V_L \)-nullcline while \( dw/dt > 0 \) (< 0) below (above) the \( w \)-nullcline. Therefore, the outer branches of the cubic \( V_L \)-nullcline are again stable while its middle branch is unstable. Moreover, as in the MCN1-elicited rhythm, the forcing function \( P(t, V_L) \) models the pyloric-timed inhibition of Int1 (see Methods) and allows for a family of cubic \( V_L \)-nullclines to exist in the \( V_L \)-\( w \) phase plane.

The mechanism by which the proposed PK-induction of \( I_{Proc} + I_K \) in the LG neuron leads to a gastric mill rhythm is shown in Figure 6 and is quite similar to the actions of the proposed \( I_{Plat} \) as described above in Figure 5. However, the factor determining the slow gastric mill oscillations in this case is the activation (\( w \)) kinetics of the outward current \( I_K \) and not the inactivation of a plateau current. We note that LG disinhibitions during the AB active phase produce small fluctuations in the activation variable \( w \) of \( I_K \) (Figure 6.C) but these fluctuations are smaller than those seen in the \( n \) variable in Figure 5.D.

In the \( I_{Proc} + I_K \) mechanism, the inward current \( I_{Proc} \) is necessary for the depolarization of the LG neuron during the gastric mill rhythm. However, this rhythm is controlled by the slow dynamics (\( w \)) of the outward current \( I_K \) (Figure 6). Therefore, we investigate if PK-induction of \( I_{Proc} \) is absolutely necessary to elicit a gastric mill rhythm. To examine the role of these two currents, we first remove \( I_{Proc} \) from the system by
setting its conductance $\bar{g}_{Proc} = 0$ in (21). As a result, with no inward current for depolarization of the LG neuron, the $V_L$- and $w$-nullclines intersect at a stable fixed point so that network oscillations cannot occur (Figure 7.A.1). In particular, the LG neuron remains in its inactive state, where it is inhibited by Int1. The unforced (lower) and maximally forced (higher) $V_L$-nullclines are shown in Figure 7.A.1. We find that even in the absence of the inward current $I_{Proc}$, the $V_L$-nullcline still retains a cubic shape due to the reciprocal inhibition between Int1 and LG. As a result, the reciprocally-inhibitory circuit still has the potential for exhibiting network oscillations if the stability of the fixed point is changed. For example, when we inject external current ($I_{Ext}$) into the model LG neuron, the $V_L$- and $w$-nullclines intersect along the unstable middle branch of the cubic so that the system can exhibit network oscillations (Figure 7.B.1). Moreover, the resulting gastric mill rhythm is still controlled by the slow dynamics ($w$) of the outward current ($I_K$) in the LG neuron (Figure 7.B.2).

A similar result can be obtained in the biophysically-realistic model by producing gastric mill-like oscillations without the induction of $I_{Proc}$ in the LG neuron (Figures 7.C – 7.D). Thus, although the fast $I_{Proc}$ and the slow $I_K$ are sufficient to elicit the gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm, $I_{Proc}$ is not absolutely necessary to elicit the network rhythm with the proposed mechanism. In particular, the results shown in Figure 7 suggest that neuromodulator-elicited oscillations can be induced in an asymmetric, reciprocally-inhibitory circuit via the induction of only a slow, non-inactivating, outward current in one of the circuit neurons.

PK Induction of $I_h$ in the LG Neuron Elicits an MCN1-like Gastric Mill Rhythm
In this section we propose a simple mechanism by which PK can elicit an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm. In particular, we show that the presence of a slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current ($I_h$) in the LG neuron can elicit this rhythm (Figure 8). Physiologically, $I_h$ is a mixed cation current that is activated by hyperpolarization and has been shown to play an important role in rebound from inhibition and the generation of rhythmic activity (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1989; Marder and Calabrese, 1996).

The 2-dimensional model in Equations (23) incorporates the inward current $I_h$ into the LG neuron in which the $I_h$ activation variable $c$ has slow dynamics. The geometrical properties of this model in the $V_L$-$c$ phase plane are shown in Figure 8.A.1. The N-shaped cubic of the $V_L$-nullcline results from the interaction between the LG-Int1 reciprocal inhibition, as incorporated in the term $I_{I\rightarrow L}$, together with the contribution of the $I_h$ term (see Equation (24)). It is important to note that neither term alone would have produced the cubic shape of the $V_L$-nullcline, which is necessary for the existence of oscillations (not shown). The existence of the family of cubic $V_L$-nullcline which depend on the pyloric forcing function $P(t,V_L)$ results in a network oscillation (Figure 8.A) that is similar to those described with the previous two mechanisms (Figures 5 and 6). In this case, the network oscillations are controlled by the kinetics of the slow $I_h$ activation variable $c$.

In the biophysically-realistic model, the addition of $I_h$ in the LG neuron also elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 8.C). As in the previous mechanisms, PK does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse (Figure 8.B). However, in the intact system, PK induction of $I_h$
in the LG neuron elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm that is driven by the slow dynamics of the hyperpolarization-activated current (Figure 8.C). In particular, during the LG interburst phase when LG is hyperpolarized, activation of $I_h$ results in the slow depolarization of the LG neuron (increase in $c$ - Figure 8.C). As in the 2-dimensional model, the AB disinhibition of the LG neuron determines the onset of the LG burst phase (Figure 8.C), and induces the small, pyloric-timed, depolarizations in the LG membrane potential. Moreover, the $I_h$ activation variable $c$ exhibits small pyloric-timed fluctuations during the LG interburst phase due to the effect of the AB to Int1 inhibition. These fluctuations are not present in the 2-dimensional model since the state variable $c$ is governed by the simplified dynamics in (23). When the LG neuron escapes from Int1 inhibition and transitions into its burst phase $I_h$ begins to slowly deactivate, resulting in the decay of the LG neuron membrane potential and the eventual termination of the burst (Figure 8.C).
DISCUSSION

Descending projection neurons can initiate, terminate, or regulate the activity of CPGs through release of neuromodulatory substances and fast synaptic interactions with the target networks (Blitz et al., 2004; Deliagina et al., 2002; Jing and Weiss, 2005; Kiehn, 2006; Perrins and Weiss, 1996; Rossignol et al., 2006). Despite the complexity of interactions between projection neurons and their target CPGs, the pattern of network activity resulting from bath application of neuromodulators is often quite similar to that resulting from the actions of the relevant projection neuron (Morgan et al., 2000; Nusbaum and Beenakker, 2002; Nusbaum and Marder, 1989). Recent experimental results have shown that the gastric mill CPG in the crab is elicited by bath application of the neuropeptide pyrokynin (PK) and the resulting gastric mill rhythm is quite similar to that elicited by the projection neuron MCN1 (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). Yet, all fast synaptic interactions between MCN1 and the gastric mill CPG are absent in the PK-elicited rhythm. In this study, we examined potential mechanisms through which bath applied PK can elicit an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm, despite the absence of the local circuit interactions that normally involve this projection neuron. Starting with the clue from the biological system that PK elicits a plateau potential in the LG neuron, we proposed three mechanisms that can elicit the PK-rhythm. Our results indicate that, at a fundamental level, these physiologically distinct mechanisms are mathematically equivalent to those underlying the MCN1-elicited rhythm.

Stimulation of Projection Neurons vs. Bath Application of Neuromodulators
Early studies in the *C. borealis* stomatogastric nervous system suggested that a bath applied modulator is sufficient to duplicate the effects of the appropriate projection neuron (Harris-Warrick et al., 1992; Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1990; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Nusbaum and Marder, 1989). However, this is not always the case, because a bath applied neuromodulator cannot account for the complex synaptic interactions between a projection neuron and its target network. For example, a projection neuron influences the different neurons in its target network via distinct synaptic strengths and/or time courses and by gap-junctional interactions (Coleman et al., 1995; Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1989; Kiehn and Harris-Warrick, 1992; Marder et al., 2005; Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Norris et al., 1996; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Stein et al., 2007). In addition, local synaptic feedback from the rhythmic target network can shape the pattern of neurotransmitter release from the projection neuron (Beenhakker et al., 2005; Coleman et al., 1995; Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; Norris et al., 1994; Wood et al., 2004).

Another reason that bath application is generally not equivalent to stimulating the appropriate projection neuron is because projection neurons often utilize co-released transmitters to influence different network neurons (Blitz et al., 1999; Blitz and Nusbaum, 1999; Marder et al., 2005; Nusbaum et al., 2001; Stein et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2000). Further, these network neurons may have receptors for one or more of the cotransmitters because of input they receive from a separate neuron, and, as a result, are not influenced by each cotransmitter released from the projection neuron of interest. In such cases, it is not possible to mimic projection neuron actions with bath application.
Modeling the MCN1-Elicited and PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms

We used phase plane analysis to study the slow-wave oscillations of the MCN1-elicited rhythm and to propose mechanisms by which PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm. In parallel, we assessed the efficacy of these proposed mechanisms for the PK-elicited rhythm with the biophysically-realistic models. The latter models account for (i) the slow-wave oscillations and the fast oscillations due to action potentials and (ii) some of the spatial structure of the network neurons. Moreover, the output of the realistic models can be directly compared to the activity patterns of the biological neurons.

The biophysically-realistic model of the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm as described by Nadim et al. (1998) did not produce rhythmic activity in the absence of pyloric timed inputs. Later experimental results showed that this rhythm was significantly slower, but was not disrupted, when the pyloric activity was abolished (Bartos et al., 1999). Due to the complexity of the biophysically-realistic model, it was unclear what model parameters led to this discrepancy. Our reduction to a 2-dimensional model of the MCN1-elicited rhythm allowed us to isolate the important network properties responsible for the production of oscillations and therefore provided a simple mechanism for tuning the biophysically-realistic model to match the biological activity. Specifically, by moving the threshold for the presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 by LG ($v_{pre}$ in the 2-d model), the biophysically-realistic model produced oscillations without the pyloric-timed inputs.

While the MCN1-elicited rhythm is driven by the synaptic interactions between the MCN1 terminals and the LG neuron in the biological system, these interactions do
not drive the PK-elicited rhythm because it occurs without MCN1 participation (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). Using clues from the biological system, we proposed three physiologically distinct, but mathematically similar mechanisms by which PK elicits an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm. In developing these mechanisms, we used the facts that (i) bath applied PK unmasks plateau properties in LG and (ii) the PK-elicited rhythm is suppressed when the AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse is removed (Saideman et al., 2007a; Saideman et al., 2007b). Our phase-plane analysis of the 2-dimensional models, which accounted for slow-wave oscillations, allowed us to examine how PK, via the induction of voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron, could produce a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 9A-B). Moreover, each of the proposed mechanisms for the PK-elicited rhythm generates LG plateau properties in the biophysically-realistic models and generates an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm (Figure 9C-D).

In the first mechanism, we introduced a plateau current (low-threshold, slowly-inactivating inward current – $I_{Plat}$) into the LG neuron. We then tuned the model parameters and showed that PK-induction of $I_{Plat}$ in LG can elicit an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm, without MCN1 participation. Next, we proposed a similar mechanism for the PK-elicited rhythm that had two separate components: an inward current ($I_{Proc}$) that initiated a plateau potential in LG and a slow outward current ($I_k$) that terminated the plateau. Surprisingly, our analysis showed that network oscillations in this model still occurred when the voltage-gated inward current ($I_{Proc}$) was replaced by DC current injection ($I_{Ext}$). In particular, an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm was elicited simply by depolarizing the LG neuron in the presence of a slow, voltage-gated, outward current.
In the last mechanism, we showed that PK-induction of a slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current (\(I_h\)) in LG also elicited an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm. It is important to note that \(I_h\) generally does not support plateau potentials because it is not a regenerative current. However, in the reciprocally inhibitory Int1-LG neuron pair, the activation of \(I_h\) in the LG neuron depolarizes LG, thereby inhibiting Int1 and removing Int1 inhibition of LG. This interaction between \(I_h\) activation and reciprocal inhibition results in a plateau property that is indistinguishable from that produced by a regenerative current such as \(I_{\text{Plat}}\). In this mechanism, the time course of the plateau is determined by the deactivation time constant of \(I_h\). Because reciprocal inhibition is a universal building block in many neuronal networks, especially rhythmic networks (Grillner et al., 2005; Marder and Calabrese, 1996), it would be interesting to investigate the occurrence of plateau potentials due to the presence of \(I_h\) in such networks.

Although we did not explore PK actions on Int1 in detail, our analysis of the 2-dimensional model suggests that hyperpolarization of Int1 or, equivalently, PK induction a slow, voltage-gated outward current in Int1 may also enable a gastric mill rhythm. However, experimental results indicate that PK does not elicit an outward current in Int1. Instead, PK action on Int1 is similar to that of MCN1, which depolarizes Int1 through synaptic excitation (Saideman et al., 2007a).

*Testing the Proposed PK Mechanisms in the Biological System*

Although our 2-dimensional and biophysically-realistic models can be used to propose mechanisms by which PK elicits an MCN1-like gastric mill rhythm, these models cannot distinguish between the individual mechanisms nor can they determine
which proposed mechanism is most likely to underlie the PK-elicited rhythm in the biological system. This question can only be addressed with experimental techniques using the biological system.

Pharmacological blockers can be utilized to determine which of the proposed mechanisms contribute to the PK-elicited rhythm in the biological system. For example, in the stomatogastric nervous system, $I_h$ is selectively blocked by bath applied Cs$^+$ (Peck et al., 2006). Therefore, if bath applied Cs$^+$ removes the LG plateau properties and disrupts the PK-gastric mill rhythm, this would support the hypothesis that the PK-elicited rhythm is due to the induction of $I_h$ in the LG neuron. Additionally, because the interaction between $I_h$ and reciprocal inhibition can produce plateau potentials in the LG neuron, if PK still induces plateau potentials in the LG neuron when the synaptic connections are blocked, this would also suggest that the PK-elicited rhythm is not produced by the induction of $I_h$ in the LG neuron.

The second proposed mechanism, in which PK induces $I_{Proc}$ and $I_K$ in the LG neuron, cannot be tested by currently available blockers. There are no known pharmacological antagonists for the proctolin receptor in the biological system. Therefore, alternative techniques are required to determine if this mechanism underlies the PK-elicited rhythm in the biological system. One approach is to perform voltage-clamp measurements (Golowasch and Marder, 1992; Swensen and Marder, 2000) to check for any PK-induced voltage-gated ionic currents, such as $I_{Proc}$, in the LG neuron.

We simulated what would happen in our model if $I_{Proc}$ was blocked in this mechanism (Fig. 7). As noted above, we also determined that the gastric mill rhythm was still elicited in the model when $I_{Proc}$ was replaced in LG by external DC current.
injection. It is plausible to assume that PK induces $I_{Proc}$ in the LG neuron for this mechanism because all previously studied neuropeptides do induce this current in STG neurons (Swensen and Marder, 2000, 2001).

The first proposed mechanism, in which PK induces $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron, also cannot be tested by the use of current blockers alone. $I_{Plat}$ in our model is a low-threshold, slowly inactivating Ca$^{2+}$ current. Although, there are no known pharmacological agents that specifically block low-threshold Ca$^{2+}$ currents in STG neurons, it is possible to examine whether PK affects a Ca$^{2+}$- or Ca$^{2+}$-dependent current in the LG neuron by using Mn$^{2+}$ or Cd$^{2+}$ to block all Ca$^{2+}$ channels.

**Consequences of Simplified Steady-State Behavior in the 2-Dimensional Models**

For each of the 2-dimensional models in this work, we made the simplifying assumption that the steady-state behavior of the slow variable, which drives the network oscillations, is well-represented by a step function. This assumption was only made to simplify the network dynamics and mathematical analysis in the 2-dimensional models. We note that relaxing this simplifying assumption in the biophysically-realistic models did not change the qualitative behavior of the MCN1-elicited or PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms.

Our 2-dimensional models can also be used to compute bounds on the gastric mill cycle period that are based upon the parameters of the system, similar to the calculations done by Ambrosio-Mouser et al. (2006). Physiologically, these bounds account for the cycle-to-cycle variability in the gastric mill cycle period that is due to the effect of the pyloric-timed AB to Int1 inhibitory synapse (Bartos et al., 1999).
Comparison with Previous Modeling Studies of Neuromodulation

Previous modeling has uncovered potential intrinsic and synaptic mechanisms by which neuromodulators can alter network activity (Baxter et al., 1999; Bertram, 1994; Butera et al., 1995; Canavier et al., 1994; Canavier et al., 1991; Fellous and Linster, 1998; Guckenheimer et al., 1993; Zhou et al., 2007). Each of these studies, however, examined how different modulatory inputs can elicit distinct activity patterns in the same neural network. In contrast, our focus was to propose mechanisms by which different neural inputs can elicit similar activity patterns from distinct functional networks. A somewhat similar perspective is supported by other recent modeling studies where different combinations of intrinsic and synaptic properties can lead to similar activity in the same neuronal network (Goldman et al., 2001; Prinz et al., 2004).

Future Modeling of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm

As with most CPGs, the gastric mill network involves many distinct types of neurons. Although the MCN1- and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms have similar rhythm generating mechanisms, including the LG-Int1 reciprocal inhibition, they may differ in their locus of coordination with the participating network neurons. In the biological system, LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 importantly coordinates the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Coleman et al., 1995). For example, the follower gastric mill motor neurons, such as the dorsal gastric (DG) neuron, are coordinated with the LG-Int1 oscillations by the waxing and waning of the MCN1 influence that result from the LG presynaptic inhibition.
Because the PK-elicited rhythm does not involve presynaptic inhibition of projection neurons, other mechanisms must coordinate the follower motor neurons with the alternating LG-Int1 activity pattern. One such mechanism may be enhancement of synaptic actions by PK. For example, bath applied PK strengthens an inhibitory synapse from the DG neuron to the LG neuron (Saideman et al., 2007a). Using a biophysically-realistic model, we recently showed that the PK-strengthened DG to LG synapse can play an important role in coordinating the activity of the PK-elicited rhythm, but not the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Kintos et al., 2006).

Further modeling may help elucidate whether the MCN1- and PK-elicited rhythms involve different mechanisms for coordinating the network motor neurons and thus shed light on the behavioral consequences of two comparable motor patterns which are produced by similar underlying mechanisms but coordinated through distinct pathways.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Phase-plane geometry of the 2-dimensional model. A, The cubic-shaped and step-function-shaped nullclines represent the steady-state behavior of the state variables $V_L$ and $s$, respectively. The nullclines intersect along the middle branch of the cubic to allow for a stable oscillatory trajectory. In addition, the 2-dimensional model resides in a relaxation regime. As a result, the flow in the horizontal ($V_L$) direction (double arrows) is much faster than the flow in the vertical ($s$) direction (single arrows). In the phase plane, $dV_L/dt > 0$ ($<0$) above (below) the cubic $V_L$-nullcline, while $ds/dt > 0$ ($<0$) below (above) the $s$-nullcline. In the absence of the pyloric input ($p = 0$ in Eq. (13)), a single cubic $V_L$-nullcline exists in the phase plane. B, In the presence of the pyloric input, a family of cubic $V_L$-nullclines exists in the phase plane. The unforced cubic ($p = 0$) and maximally forced ($p = 1$: the peak of the pyloric input) cubic are shown in bold and the arrow indicates increase in the forcing parameter $p$.

Figure 2. The buildup and decay of MCN1 excitation ($s$) in the LG neuron drives the MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm. A.1-A.2, Network dynamics in the absence of pyloric input ($p = 0$). During the inactive state of the LG neuron, the trajectory slowly climbs up the left branch of the $V_L$-nullcline from point 1 to point 2 (A.1), and $s$ builds up in the LG neuron as the LG membrane potential ($V_L$) slowly rises (A.2). At point 2 the trajectory jumps to point 3 on the right branch of the cubic, since $dV_L/dt > 0$ above the $V_L$-nullcline. During the active state of the LG neuron, the trajectory slowly falls down the right branch of the $V_L$-nullcline from point 3 to point 4 (A.1) due to LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1, and $s$ decays in the LG neuron as $V_L$ slowly falls (A.2). At point 4, the trajectory
jumps back to point 1 on the left branch of the cubic, since \(dV_L/dt < 0\) below the \(V_L\)-nullcline. Schematic inset shows the circuit diagram corresponding to the 2-dimensional model in which the dynamics of Int1 are absorbed into the equations for LG. \textit{B.1-B.2},

Network dynamics in the presence of pyloric input. During the LG inactive state, the trajectory slowly climbs up the left branch of the \(V_L\)-nullcline as it is moved back and forth between the unforced \((p = 0)\) and maximally forced \((p = 1)\) cubics by the pyloric input \((B.1)\). Transitions between the left branches of the \(V_L\)-nullcline correspond to the small depolarizations in \(V_L\) \((B.2)\). After sufficient buildup of \(s\), the next pyloric peak \((p = 1)\) shifts the \(V_L\)-nullcline below the phase point and initiates the jump the right branch at point 2 \((B.1)\). The dynamics on the right branch are similar to that of the unforced system in \(A.1\), since the pyloric input does not affect the active state of the LG neuron.

The pyloric input increases the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm (compare \(A.2\) and \(B.2\)) and a pyloric peak determines the onset of the LG active phase (vertical dotted lines in \(B.2\)). Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -67 mV. \textit{C-D}, Predictions of the 2-dimensional model are duplicated in the biophysically-realistic model (schematic circuit diagram shown in inset), which accounts for action potential generation and for some of the spatial structure of the network neurons. The MCN1-elicited rhythm is again driven by the buildup and decay of MCN1 excitation \((s)\) in the LG neuron \((C, D)\). The pyloric input increases the frequency of the MCN1-elicited rhythm (compare \(C\) and \(D\)) and determines the onset of the LG burst phase (vertical dotted lines in \(D\)). Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: Int1 -61 mV \((C-D)\); LG -55 mV \((C-D)\); AB -66 mV \((C)\), -64 mV \((D)\).
Figure 3. The gastric mill rhythm is not spontaneously active. **A.1**, Without MCN1 input in the 2-dimensional model, the $V_L$-nullcline becomes a vertical line and intersects the s-nullcline at a stable fixed point (arrows) so that network oscillations can not occur. The left-most and right-most $V_L$-nullclines correspond to the unforced ($p = 0$) and maximally forced ($p = 1$) system. **A.2**, $V_L$ exhibits small depolarizations due to the effect of the pyloric input, but the LG neuron remains in its inactive state. Arrows correspond to the $V_L$-nullclines in **A.1**. Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -77 mV. **B**, In the biophysically-realistic model, the LG neuron remains in its inactive state without MCN1 input. The pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in Int1 and corresponding depolarizations in the LG neuron (arrows) are due to the AB-induced disinhibitions of the LG neuron. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: Int1 -52 mV; LG -60 mV; AB -64 mV.

Figure 4. PK generates plateau properties in the LG neuron. **A**, In the biological system, a brief depolarizing current pulse ($I_{Ext}$) in the LG neuron elicits a prolonged depolarization that outlasts the brief pulse. Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -80 mV. Reproduced from (Saideman, 2006). **B.1-B.2**, In the 2-dimensional model, a plateau potential can be generated by the induction (potentially by PK) of a plateau current ($I_{Plat}$) in the LG neuron (as indicated in the schematic inset). In the $V_L$-n phase plane (**B.1**), a brief current pulse shifts down the $V_L$-nullcline (as indicated by the arrow) resulting in a jump in the trajectory (point 1 to point 2), which shifts back at the end of the brief pulse (point 3 to point 4). The slow inactivation variable ($n$) of $I_{Plat}$ sustains the prolonged active state of the LG neuron in that the trajectory can not jump back to the left branch of the $V_L$-nullcline until it falls all the way down to point 5 (**B.1**).
As a result, the depolarized state in the model LG neuron long outlasts the brief current pulse \((B.2)\). The plateau potential is generated in the absence of pyloric input in order to mimic the conditions in the biological system (pyloric-timed depolarizations are absent in \(A\)). Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: \(-67\ mV\).

**Figure 5.** PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm (mechanism 1: PK induces \(I_{\text{Plat}}\) in the LG neuron). \(A.1-A.2\), In the absence of the pyloric input, the \(V_L\)- and \(n\)-nullclines intersect at a stable fixed point along the left branch of the cubic in the \(V_L\)-\(n\) phase plane (indicated by arrow in \(A.1\)). As a result, the LG neuron remains in its inactive state, and network oscillations can not be elicited without the pyloric input (\(A.2\)). \(B.1-B.2\), In the presence of the pyloric input, PK-induction of \(I_{\text{Plat}}\) (a low-threshold, slowly-inactivating, inward current, as indicated in the schematic inset) in the LG neuron elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm. During the inactive state of the LG neuron, the trajectory slowly climbs up the left branch of the \(V_L\)-nullcline as it is moved between the unforced (higher) and maximally forced (lower) cubics by the pyloric input (\(B.1\)). In addition, the inactivation variable \(n\) slowly increases (de-inactivation of \(I_{\text{Plat}}\) in the LG neuron) as \(V_L\) slowly rises (\(B.2\)). At point 2, the \(V_L\)-nullcline is shifted below the phase point by a pyloric peak, which initiates the jump to the right branch of the cubic (\(B.1\)), and determines the onset of the LG active state (dotted lines in \(B.2\)). The trajectory then slowly travels down the right branch of the \(V_L\)-nullcline (\(B.1\)), and the inactivation variable \(n\) decreases (inactivation of \(I_{\text{Plat}}\) in the LG neuron) as \(V_L\) slowly falls (\(B.2\)). At point 4, the trajectory jumps back to the left branch (\(B.1\)), and the cycle repeats. Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: \(-75\ mV\). \(C-D\), Predictions of the 2-dimensional
model are duplicated in the biophysically-realistic model. Hyperpolarization of the AB neuron inactivates the AB to Int1 synapse and prevents the generation of a gastric mill rhythm (C). In the presence of this synapse, the induction of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm (compare 5.D to 2.D). The inactivation variable ($n$) of $I_{\text{Plat}}$ drives this gastric mill rhythm, and the AB to Int1 inhibition determines the onset of the LG burst phase (vertical dotted lines in $D$). Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: Int1 -48 mV (C), -61 mV (D); LG -52 mV (C), -55 mV (D), AB -65 mV (C), -64 mV (D).

**Figure 6.** PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm (mechanism 2: PK induces $I_{\text{Proc}}$ and $I_K$ in the LG neuron as shown in the schematic inset). $I_{\text{Proc}}$ is a fast inward current while $I_K$ is a slow outward current. Both currents are non-inactivating. Network oscillations are driven by the slow activation variable ($w$) of $I_K$. **A.1-A.2,** The cubic shape of the $V_L$-nullcline is inverted in the $V_L$-$w$ phase plane (A.1). Network oscillations can not occur without the pyloric input since the $V_L$- and $w$-nullclines intersect at a stable fixed point along the left branch of the unforced (lower) cubic (arrow in A.1). In the presence of the pyloric input, the induction of $I_{\text{Proc}}$ and $I_K$ in the LG neuron elicits a gastric mill rhythm (A.2). During the inactive state of the LG neuron, the trajectory slowly falls down the left branch of the $V_L$-nullcline as it is moved between the unforced and maximally forced cubics by the pyloric input (A.1). Moreover, $w$ slowly decreases (deactivation of the outward current $I_K$ from the LG neuron) and facilitates depolarization of $V_L$ (A.2). At point 2, the $V_L$-nullcline is shifted above the phase point by a pyloric peak, which initiates the jump to the right branch of the cubic (A.1), and determines the onset of the LG active state (dotted lines.
in A.2). Then, the trajectory slowly climbs up the right branch of the \( V_L \)-nullcline (A.1). As a result, \( w \) slowly increases (activation of the outward current \( I_K \) in the LG neuron) and slowly repolarizes \( V_L \) (B.2). Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -71 mV. B, In the biophysically-realistic model, hyperpolarizing the AB neuron inactivates the AB to Int1 synapse so that a gastric mill rhythm can not be generated. C, In the presence of this synapse, the induction of \( I_{Proc} \) and \( I_K \) in the LG neuron elicits a gastric mill rhythm which is driven by the slow activation variable \( w \) of \( I_K \), and the AB to Int1 inhibition determines the onset of the LG burst phase (vertical dotted lines). Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: Int1 -48 mV (B), -61 mV (C); LG -54 mV (B), -55 mV (C); AB -65 mV (B), -64 mV (C).

**Figure 7.** Network oscillations with only \( I_K \) in the LG neuron (as shown by schematic inset) induced by depolarizing DC current injection. **A.1-A.2,** When \( I_{Proc} \) is removed from the model (by setting \( \bar{g}_{Proc} = 0 \) mS/cm\(^2\) in Equations (21); PK mechanism 2) the \( V_L \)- and \( w \)-nullclines intersect at stable fixed points (arrows in A.1) so that network oscillations can not occur. \( V_L \) exhibits small, pyloric-timed depolarizations (dotted line in A.2), but the LG neuron remains in its inactive state. Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -77 mV. **B.1-B.2,** Injecting external current (\( I_{Ext} = 150 \) µA/cm\(^2\)) into the LG neuron moves the intersection of the \( V_L \)- and \( w \)-nullclines to the middle branch of the cubic so that network oscillations occur (B.1). As in Figure 6, the slow activation variable \( w \) of \( I_K \) controls the network oscillations and the onset of the active state of the LG neuron is still determined by a pyloric peak (vertical dotted lines in B.2). Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -59 mV. **C-D,** In the biophysically-realistic
model, removal of \( I_{Proc} \) similarly disrupts the gastric mill rhythm (C). Injecting \( I_{Ext} \) into the LG neuron elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is controlled by the slow activation variable \( w \) of \( I_K \) (D). Thus the induction of \( I_{Proc} \) is not absolutely necessary for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm in this mechanism. Simulations were performed by setting \( \bar{g}_{ion} = 0 \) nS for \( I_{Proc} \) in Table 5 and \( I_{Ext} = 31 \) pA while leaving all other parameters unchanged. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: Int1 -52 mV (C), -61 mV (D); LG = -60 mV (C), -16 mV (D); AB = -64 mV (C-D).

Figure 8. PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm (mechanism 3: PK induces \( I_h \) in the LG neuron). A.1-A.2, Network oscillations do not occur in the unforced system since the \( V_L \)- and \( c \)-nullclines intersect along the stable left branch of the higher cubic (arrow in A.1). In the forced system, the induction of \( I_h \) in the LG neuron (as indicated in the schematic inset) elicits a gastric mill rhythm (A.2) controlled by the activation variable \( c \) of \( I_h \). In the \( V_L \)-\( c \) phase plane, the trajectory slowly climbs up the left branch of the \( V_L \)-nullcline as it is moved back and forth between the unforced and maximally forced cubics by the pyloric input (A.1). As a result, \( c \) slowly increases during the inactive state of the LG neuron and slowly depolarizes \( V_L \) (A.2). During the active state of the LG neuron, the trajectory slowly falls down the right branch of the \( V_L \)-nullcline (A.1) and \( c \) slowly decreases in the LG neuron to repolarize \( V_L \) (A.2). Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: -66 mV. B-C, In the biophysically-realistic model, hyperpolarizing the AB neuron inactivates the AB to Int1 synapse which does not allow for the generation of a gastric mill rhythm (B). In the presence of this synapse, the gastric mill rhythm is driven by the dynamics of \( I_h \) in the LG neuron (C). Vertical dotted lines in A.2 and C indicate
the onsets of LG bursts. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: Int1 -48 mV (B), -61 mV (C); LG -49 mV (B), -52 mV (C), AB -65 mV (B), -64 mV (C).

**Figure 9.** Common properties of the MCN1- and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. A-B, In the 2-dimensional models, the MCN1-elicited rhythm was analyzed using geometrical properties in the phase plane (A.1), and three physiologically distinct but mathematically similar mechanisms were proposed by which PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN1 participation (A.2-A.4). Each of these individual models can be generalized into a single 2-dimensional model (B), where the individual slow variables are represented by a general variable ($y$), to study the network dynamics of the generalized system. C-D, Physiologically distinct mechanisms underlie similar plateau properties in the LG neuron during the MCN1- and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. In the MCN1-elicited rhythm, the MCN1 to LG excitatory synapse plus LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 underlie the plateau potential (C.1). In the PK-elicited rhythm, the plateau potential is generated by: the fast activation plus slow inactivation of $I_{Plat}$ in the LG neuron for the first mechanism (C.2), the fast dynamics of $I_{Proc}$ plus slow dynamics of $I_k$ in the second mechanism (C.3), or the slow dynamics of $I_h$ in the third mechanism (C.4). The physiologically distinct mechanisms that underlie these plateau properties generate similar LG neuron activity in the MCN1- and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms (D).
Table 1. Parameters for the 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Int1</th>
<th>Pyloric</th>
<th>LG</th>
<th>MCN1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g_{Leak,I}</td>
<td>0.75 mS/cm²</td>
<td>g_{Leak,P} = 0.85 mS/cm²</td>
<td>g_{Leak,L} = 1 mS/cm²</td>
<td>g_{Leak,MCN1} = 3 mS/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{Leak,I}</td>
<td>10 mV</td>
<td>E_{P} = -60 mV</td>
<td>E_{Leak,L} = -60 mV</td>
<td>E_{s} = 50 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g_{L_{pre}→I}</td>
<td>2 mS/cm²</td>
<td>per = 1 sec</td>
<td>g_{I_{pre}→L} = 5 mS/cm²</td>
<td>v_{pre} = -33 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{L_{pre}→I}</td>
<td>-80 mV</td>
<td>dur = 0.5</td>
<td>E_{I_{pre}→L} = -80 mV</td>
<td>T_{LO,MCN1} = 14 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_{L_{pre}→I}</td>
<td>-30 mV</td>
<td>v_{q} = -35 mV</td>
<td>v_{I_{pre}→L} = -30 mV</td>
<td>T_{HI,MCN1} = 5 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{L_{pre}→I}</td>
<td>5 mV</td>
<td>k_{q} = 3 sec</td>
<td>k_{I_{pre}→L} = 5 mV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Additional Parameters for Each 2-Dimensional Model of the PK-Elicited Rhythm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I_{\text{Plat}}$</th>
<th>$I_{\text{Proc}}$</th>
<th>$I_{\text{K}}$</th>
<th>$I_{\text{h}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$g_{\text{plat}} = 6 \text{ mS/cm}^2$</td>
<td>$g_{\text{proc}} = 12 \text{ mS/cm}^2$</td>
<td>$g_{\text{K}} = 4 \text{ mS/cm}^2$</td>
<td>$g_{\text{h}} = 3 \text{ mS/cm}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{plat}} = 20 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$E_{\text{proc}} = 12 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$E_{\text{K}} = -80 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$E_{\text{h}} = 30 \text{ mV}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_a = -40 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$v_b = -20 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$v_{\text{K}} = -33 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$v_{\text{hyp}} = -33 \text{ mV}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_a = 17 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$k_b = 19 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$\tau_{LO,K} = 3.5 \text{ sec}$</td>
<td>$\tau_{LO,hyp} = 10.5 \text{ sec}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{inact}} = -33 \text{ mV}$</td>
<td>$\tau_{HI,K} = 5.5 \text{ sec}$</td>
<td>$\tau_{HI,hyp} = 6 \text{ sec}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{LO,inact} = 5 \text{ sec}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{HI,inact} = 4 \text{ sec}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$g$</th>
<th>$E_{ion}$</th>
<th>St</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$v_K$</th>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$v_I$</th>
<th>$\tau_1$</th>
<th>$\tau_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{Leak}$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCN1</td>
<td>$I_{Na}$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>565.47</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>$m^3$</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_k$</td>
<td>Axon-Axon</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>$m^4$</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{axial}$</td>
<td>Axon-Term</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int1</td>
<td>$I_{Leak}$</td>
<td>Soma Neurite</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_h$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{Na}$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>$m^3$</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{K}$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>$m^4$</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{axial}$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>$I_{Leak}$</td>
<td>Soma Neurite</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{Na}$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>$m^3$</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{K}$</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>$m^4$</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{axial}$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>$I_{Leak}$</td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{Ca}$</td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$m^3$</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-61</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*$ g_{axial}$ for soma-neurite and neurite-axon axial currents have the same value: $\bar{g} = 0.12$ nS
(**)$\tau_2 = 300*exp(0.03(V+162))$).
The units for the parameter values of the intrinsic currents are given as follows: $\bar{g}$ (nS); $E_{ion}$, $v_K$, $v_i$ (mV); $k$, $l$ (mV$^{-1}$); $\tau_1$, $\tau_2$ (msec).
Table 4. Parameters for Synaptic Currents in the Biophysically-Realistic Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synapse</th>
<th>Presyn. Site</th>
<th>Postsyn. Site</th>
<th>$\bar{g}_{syn}$</th>
<th>$E_{syn}$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\nu_{\alpha}$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\nu_{\beta}$</th>
<th>$\tau_3$</th>
<th>$\tau_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCN1→Int1</td>
<td>Term.</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCN1→LG (chemical)</td>
<td>Term.</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-68</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-68</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCN1→LG (electrical)</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG→MCN1</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>Term.</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int1→LG</td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG→Int1</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG→Int1</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG→Int1</td>
<td>Axon</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB→Int1</td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Units for the parameter values of the synaptic currents are given as follows: $\bar{g}_{syn}$ (nS); $E_{syn}$, $\nu_{\alpha}$, $\nu_{\beta}$ (mV); $\alpha$, $\beta$ (mV$^{-1}$); $\tau_3$, $\tau_4$ (msec).
Table 5. Additional Parameters for Ionic Currents in the Biophysically-Realistic Models of the PK-Elicited Rhythms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$\bar{g}_{\text{ion}}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ion}}$</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$v_k$</th>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$v_l$</th>
<th>$\tau_1$</th>
<th>$\tau_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Mechanism 1: $I_{\text{Plat}}$</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanism 2: $I_{\text{Proc}}$</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_K$</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanism 3: $I_h$</td>
<td>Neurite</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Units for parameter values of these ionic currents are the same as that for Table 3. All other intrinsic currents in AB, Int1, and LG have the same values as in Table 3.
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